should record of General Horatio Gates: 'for whose achievements I had less admiration. ' Ruggles Gates's father was a large farmer and fruit grower, holding 600 acres three miles outside Middleton. His father was also (in the third genera tion) a manufacturer of a medicine from native roots, herbs and barks, which originated from the recipes of a travelling French physician. It was credited with the cure of Gates's great-grandmother of dropsy. Gates has recorded that he never found the equal of these bitters as a tonic, and in his early days he often helped his father in their making and bottling.
His early life was rather isolated, shared with his parents, his twin sister and another sister seven years younger. The nearest school was two miles away, so his education up to the age of nine was undertaken by his mother, who had been a school teacher. His first school comprised some 25 children, taught by a young woman of about twenty-three. There he took the grades at the rate of two a year, and even attempted the heroic feat during his last year of sitting the examination for the first grade of High School. In this he failed and, as he has recorded, it was the only examination he ever did fail.
His interest in biology generally was aroused early. His earliest schoolboy experiment was to etherize a frog in a ja r of water and when it seemed dead to cut it open, finding to his own amazement and that of his parents that the heart quietly went on beating. Lest this be thought an unfeeling attitude he also records his horror and disgust when he saw another schoolboy kill the tiny squirrels he had found in their nest. His particular interest in botany he may well have owed to his mother. She had a flourishing garden and was always looking for new plants to bring into it. She was well known for her green fingers and had a large verandah enclosed in glass added to the house; this annexe was always a mass of bloom. One of Gates's early memories was being allowed to sit up at night to see the flowering of the night-blooming Cereus. But his interests did not prove to be in the growing of flowers, or in the economic use of plants as in his father's business. It was the history of the evolutionary development of plants and animals that attracted him. A landmark in his early life was the present to him from a maternal uncle, a lawyer, who afterwards became a judge in British Columbia, of a book called Wonders of the Universe. Every page excited his interest.
Gates spent two years at Middleton High School where he rapidly qualified for College entrance. At sixteen he was judged too young for College, so he had a fallow year during which he read widely and made a collection of the local flora. He also fitted in a three months' elementary business course at Halifax. In 1899, at the age of seventeen, he went to Mount Allison University, Sackville, Nova Scotia. There he spent four years, graduating in 1903 with first-class honours in science. The curriculum was a broad one and narrow specialization was discouraged, so that Gates received a sound grounding, not only in a variety of sciences, but in the humanities as well. While still an undergraduate he took a course on fungi at Cornell University and spent some time in collecting and identifying the numerous fungi of the district.
Later Dr A. H. MacKay, for many years Superintendent of Education for Nova Scotia, stimulated him to collect the local fungi at Sackville and Middleton. Mackay added these collections to his own list and published them as a joint paper in 1902. This early interest in fungi was to remain with him.
In [1903] [1904] Gates spent a year at McGill University. Among his teachers were Penhallow in botany, MacBride in zoology and Adams in geology. He worked extremely hard, taking the regular Honours Courses in botany and zoology, with geology and organic chemistry as extra subjects. Occasionally, he strayed into Rutherford's stimulating seminars, for this was the time when Rutherford was making his initial revolutionary contributions to the new understanding of the nature of the physical world. It was at this time that his future path became clear. He has recorded: 'The microscope was already my pet instrument and the cell my most fascinating object of observation.'
The following year was spent as Vice-Principal of the Middleton High School. He taught many subjects but found time to take a naturalist's interest in the surrounding countryside, making considerable collections of zeolites and other rocks, Carboniferous plant fossils and amethysts from Cape Blomidon. These he presented to the School to form the nucleus of a museum.
His father had hoped that the year at home would persuade Gates to join him in the family business, which was prospering. Knowing his father's wishes it was not without a struggle that he came to the conclusion that his future must be in science. From this time on he was practically self-supporting, making his way with the help of a succession of scholarships, though his father was generously ready to help in times of need.
In the summer of 1905 he received from McGill University, as a special consideration, a ' Table' at which to work at the famous Marine Biological Station at Woods Hole, and it was at this time that he made his first tentative beginnings in research. B. M. Davis, who was in charge of botany, had obtained some seeds of several of the mutations of Oenothera lamarckiana from de Vries. Gates was fired with enthusiasm by the opportunity of examining some of the germ cells, and took part in a cytological study. In October, 1905, he returned to McGill to finish the B.Sc. course and act as demonstrator in botany. At this time he was learning cytological techniques and so had little spare time for research. He was then offered a Senior Fellowship at the University of Chicago and spent his third summer at Woods Hole. The experi ences at Woods Hole were most important. There he came under the influence of a number of gifted men and inspiring leaders, including E. B. Wilson, who was at the height of his powers in the field of cytology, Conklin in embryology, Frank Lillie in experimental fertilization, Ralph Lillie, then making experiments in insect spermatogenesis, Matthews in biochemistry, and Whitman, whose evolutionary outlook greatly stimulated him. It was this experience that strengthened Gates's resolve to apply himself not only to botany, but to the wider general problems of biology.
Gates spent three busy years at Chicago, first turning his attention to Oenothera l a t a , one of the de Vries mutations. This form has sterile poll and has to be fertilized by l a m a r k i a n a, the cross giving a majority offspring and a smaller number of lata. It has to be remembered that at that early date cytological techniques were relatively crude, and it was often difficult to be sure that the configurations observed were not artifacts or distortions. He got little help from his Professor, who was a morphologist rather than a cytologist. Gates's first important observation was that some lata plants had 14 or 15 chromosomes (later found to be 15), while others had 20. This was the first discovery of a difference in chromosome numbers. Coulter, head of the Department of Botany, reported the preliminary findings at the New York meeting of the American Association for the Advancement in Science in 1906 and Gates found himself famous almost overnight. Much extensive work was required, however, before the facts could be fully eluci dated, and clarification was not helped by the fact that his chief insisted that the smaller number must be 14 and not 15, as he was convinced that the chromosome number in the sporophyte of any plant must be an even one. Finally it was shown that lata was a mutant because it had an extra chromo some while the 20 chromosomes of the other plant were derived from the triploid number of 21. In fact it was not until 1914 (Gates and Thomas) that this final clarification was achieved.
During this time Gates showed that Oenothera gigas is not only a tetraploid but that the cells and their nuclei are larger than those of the parent species. This important discovery was also made simultaneously and independently by Miss Lutz, working in Davenport's department. All these and other observations were indeed the beginnings of the study of polyploidy and trisomy, and helped to lay the foundation of the later rich development of cytological genetics.
A particularly important observation was made in 1908. He noted that in Oenothera rubrinervis the 14 chromosomes were not always equally distributed at meiosis, but that occasionally 8 chromosomes passed to one pole and 6 to the other. Gates did not give the phenomenon a name, calling it simply an irregular reduction division. This was non-disjunction, as it was later termed by Bridges, a phenomenon which became of crucial importance in the develop ment of genetics and one which incidentally has assumed a great and growing importance in human genetics during the last five years. It is a pity that a name was not devised by Gates. Not only would he then have received the credit which is unquestionably his for a most important discovery, and this has sometimes been denied him, but the literature would probably have been spared a singularly infelicitous piece of nomenclature.
At this point it is worth considering why it should have come about that Gates did not receive the recognition which was his due for his earlier researches. This is an opinion I have heard expressed by more than one of those, who if not exactly of the first generation of genetics, dating from 1900, at least belonged to the second. The answer must be, I think, that Gates was ahead of his time, as has happened so often in science, for example, with Spallanzani, or with Mendel himself. His were discoveries made before their significance could be recognized. Aneuploidy could have had little meaning to the geneticists of the day. The Morgan school was in the full flood of its astonishing progress, a spate that was to continue for many years. All attention was concentrated on point mutations, single gene substitutions. It is significant that Bridges in his classical and definitive paper of 1916 should have chosen the trium phant title: 'Non-disjunction as proof of the chromo some theory of heredity.' This was proof, with a flourish, that the hereditary factors, the genes, are indeed carried on the chromosomes. The chromosome aberration itself, non-disjunction, was of secondary importance; it was little more than a convenient tool. One almost feels that in the eyes of some at least of the geneticists of that time Gates was chiefly regarded as a man whose researches, albeit brilliant, were chiefly important because they swept the irritating and apparently anti-Mendelian behaviour of Oenothera under the carpet.
Gates had a wider vision. From the beginning he stressed that major chromosome re-arrangements should be regarded as mutations, and, later, that this applied a fortiori not only to alterations in number but to inversions, duplications, translocations and the rest. He deplored the tendency to restrict the term to point mutations alone. As early as 1915 in his book The mutation factor in evolution he concluded that mutations can be fundamentally of two kinds, the first physical, by which he meant major chromosome re-arrange ments, the second chemical, by which he meant essentially single gene substitutions. He wrote of the latter: '. . . it is probable that in ultimate nature it is an alteration in the chemical constitution of the chromosome or a portion of it. This may be thought of as a stereochemic re-arrangement in the complex molecule of the nucleic acid or as some other type of chemical change involv ing the formation of slightly modified protein substances.' To this a footnote is appended: 'Some writers appear to think that by calling the new characterdeterminer a "gene" they have silenced all enquiry concerning the nature of the change.' It is an astonishingly prophetic conclusion, with a remarkably modern ring when it is remembered that it was written nearly 50 years ago. Time has amply justified his contentions; today the broader conception of mutation is almost universally accepted.
In 1908 In the summer of 1914 he sailed for America with the object of visiting his family in Nova Scotia. When half-way across the Atlantic news arrived of the outbreak of war with Germany. His first marriage had broken up and he decided to stay in America for a year. This he spent as Associate Professor of Zoology at the University of California, teaching courses in heredity, eugenics and animal behaviour as well as introductory biology. During this time he published a series of papers in which mutational concepts derived from Oenothera were applied to a number of other plant genera. He also did important work on geographical distribution in relation to mutation. After his year at California he worked at the New York Botanical Garden. William Beebe was then organizing a zoological expedition to British Guiana and invited Gates to join him. He was much tempted, but instead sailed for England in 1916, and enlisted in the Artists' Rifles. The following spring volunteers were called for to act as instructors in aerial gunnery to the Royal Air Force, and he served in this capacity until the end of the War, rising to the rank of Corporal.
Early in 1919 he was appointed Reader in the Botany Department at King's College, London, and succeeded Professor W. B. Bottomley as Head of the Department in 1921. Among his first actions was an attempt to secure the grounds of the former Royal Botanic Gardens in Regent's Park as a Botanic Garden for the University of London, the lease of the area from the Home Office having just come to an end. Most unfortunately, the negotiations were unsuccessful, though he was able to secure a small part of the grounds as an experimental garden, and later received a generous endowment from Sir William Courtauld for its upkeep and the provision of a laboratory.
A little later he was able to extend and improve the facilities for research in the Department at King's College and this enabled him to accept an increased number of research students. Nearly all worked on cytological or cytogenetical problems and the output of Ph.D. theses and research papers increased progressively until the outbreak of the Second World War. He was elected to the Fellowship of the Royal Society in 1931.
As his teaching, administrative and supervisory activities increased, Gates's own direct cytological research activities gradually diminished, but he gave a considerable amount of attention to those of his research students he con sidered to be in need of help and guidance, or in whose problems he took a particular interest, the latter not infrequently resulting in papers being prepared in collaboration.
Among the more purely cytological questions that occupied his attention jointly with various research students was the problem of the structure of the large chromosomes in metaphase and anaphase, advantage being taken of the great size of those structures in several monocotyledonous species. This is an issue that even to this day has not been resolved to the satisfaction of all: it involved observations at the limit of resolution of the conventional optical microscope and it is perhaps not surprising that a number of not entirely concordant interpretations emerged.
Another of his interests centred on the origin and behaviour of the nucleolus. The problem of origin was solved about this time largely by the work of McClintock, but a number of useful contributions appeared from his own pen and from his research students, culminating in his monumental review of the field published in 1942.
The genus O e n o t h e r a, however, continued to be the main focus of his botanical and cytogenetical interest throughout his tenure of the Chair at King's College. Visits to the United States and, more particularly, Canada gave him the opportunity of studying the diversity of forms exhibited by this genus in the field, and also of collecting seed which was taken back and grown on the experimental plots in Regent's Park. Many of the cultures proved to be phenotypically quite distinct and were described as new species in conjunction with N. Y. Sandwith of Kew. His attitude to the problem of speciation was still strongly influenced by the views of de Vries as shown by his paper on the subject published in the American Naturalist (1938) .
The cytological investigations of Oenothera mutants that had brought him early fame stimulated many other studies of the same kind. It was entirely fitting therefore that he should summarize this work in a review published in Bibliographia Genetica in 1928. This publication marked the end of the descrip tive phase of Oenothera cytology. Apart from the high frequency of mutant forms that appear in many species of this genus, it is notable for the end-to-end association of the chromosomes in diakinesis and metaphase of meiosis, forming rings, which in the extreme case involve the full diploid numbei of 14 chromosomes. Up to this time the end-to-end association had been 'ex plained' as an example of telosynapsis, still considered by many to be a form of chromosome pairing, exhibited by some species, alternative to parasynapsis or side-by-side pairing. Belling had just put forward his hypothesis of segmental interchange (it would now be called reciprocal translocation) to account for the ring-like associations of four chromosomes seen in some Datura species and this was taken up by Darlington and by Cleland and applied to the larger rings of Oenothera. Darlington was subsequently able to explain many of the unique features of the genetics of Oenothera by the joint application of the segmental interchange and parasynaptic hypotheses. Initially sceptical, Gates eventually accepted the main tenets of the new interpretation and the parasynapsis-telosynapsis controversy quietly died.
Although his principal energies were directed to the issues just mentioned, Gates nevertheless maintained throughout this period a wide naturalist's interest in plants. This is perhaps best illustrated by his expeditions to the Amazon (1925) , the Kola Peninsula tundra and Russian plant breeding stations (1927) and the Mackenzie River Valley (1928) which are mentioned in a little more detail later. A semi-popular account of the first of these trips was published in 1927 with the title A botanist in the Amazon Valley.
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All this work was disrupted by the outbreak of the Second World War. King's College moved to Bristol and the genetic laboratory in Regent's Park was closed down, the land being used for growing potatoes. Gates was left with only three research students, and of these two were due to leave shortly. He had not seen his family in Canada for some years and, not being able to make any direct contribution to the war effort, he decided to take a year's leave of absence and make a lecture tour in America. It 
Gates's second major field of activity was human genetics, especially as applied to anthropology. His interest was aroused early and in 1923 he pub lished a book Heredity and e u g e n i c s ; this was translated into Russ later. His first anthropological paper, a discussion of racial differences from the Mendelian point of view, appeared in 1926. He was one of those who early perceived the potential value of the blood groups in anthropology and was a pioneer in this field. In 1928 he made an extensive expedition down the Mackenzie River, recording blood group frequencies amongst the Indians (and also the Eskimos) on the Great Slave Lake and northwards into the Arctic. In certain tribes the frequency of 0 was very high and of A correspondingly low. Shortly afterwards Matson and Levine found the very reverse, an extremely high frequency of A amongst the Blackfeet Indians. In fact their frequency of gene A remains unmatched in any other part of the world. This extraordinary difference between neighbour ing tribes was at first greeted with some scepticism, but the picture has been amply filled in later; in fact, nowhere else in the world are such astonish ing and sharp gradients found. The explanation may be revealed later, but it remains a most challenging series of observations. (For details see A. E. M ourant et al, The ABO blood groups, London, 1958.) In 1929 he published Heredity in man. This was an excellent book, roaming freely over the literature, one of its merits being the linking of human and medical genetics with anthropology.
From the time of his retirement from the Chair at King's College the great majority of Gates's writings were concerned with human genetics and anthropology. It is very difficult to summarize his contributions; the subject does not lend itself to summary. But the achievement was great. In many papers Gates recorded measurements on a wide variety of peoples and above all recorded careful observations on the results of racial crossing. These many papers, carefully written, with ample extracts from the results of other workers, will remain a valuable source of original material for a long time to come.
Gates has himself summed up what may be regarded as one unifying theme.
This was in Race crossing, published in 1960. He saw from the o racial differences could not be accounted for in terms of single gene pairs. Yet if parental types can be recaptured in essentials by segregation in a relatively small F 2 or backcross, and if further crosses show that the segregants breed true, then it must follow that the number of gene pairs involved is small. He proposed two to five gene pairs, acting additively and without dominance and recessiveness. To him racial genetics became the study of such systems, different on the one hand from single gene substitutions, and different on the other from polygenic inheritance. From his earliest writings on racial crosses onwards he produced a splendid series of examples of segregation. It is a field of study which has been unaccountably neglected and it is remarkable how much Gates accomplished, often during relatively brief tours, of which he contrived to take full advantage. His tentative theory of three main skin colour factors in negro-white crosses, amplified in his Pedigrees of negro families, 1949, may come fairly near the truth, though the detailed testing of such theories is for practical reasons difficult.
It has been said at times that he was slow to change his opinions, but this is true only up to a point. In his early days he was wedded to mutation theory. He had put forward a theory of variable mutation to account for the ABO gene frequency differences in North American Indian tribes. Later he wrote that this view was untenable in the light of direct evidence of the extreme infrequency of mutation at the ABO locus. In Human genetics, published in 1946, he gave calculations, based on the algebra of Fisher, showing that no reasonable rate of recurrent mutation could account for even a small fre quency of gene A in a population hitherto lacking it. There was, however, one subject on which his views did not seem to change. This was a devotion to major gene effects and a certain lack of appreciation of the consequences of polygenic inheritance as the basis for the genetic element in the determination of continuously distributed metrical characters. (His biographer must frankly declare an interest here.) It is surely significant that although in the vast bibliography of Human genetics R. A. Fisher is repeatedly quoted, his classical paper of 1918, which rationalized the basis of quantitative variation and its inheritance, is not included. Nor, strangely, is Fisher's The genetical theory of natural selection. (It should, however, be men tioned here that Gates and Fisher were personal friends, and that Fisher had a high regard for his work.) The result was that Gates could extrapolate from the obvious racial differences, with their clear indications of determina tion by but a few gene pairs, to other characters such as general intelligence, in respect of which races may or may not show average differences. In Race crossing, 1960, he sets out his position very clearly :
'In previous investigations of racial crosses it has been concluded (Gates 1956a, 1958£), that racial differences each depend not on single but on multiple genes; moreover, that there is no evidence of dominance in racial crosses; and also that the number of genes involved in any one characterdifference is small-generally of the order of 2, 3, 4 or 5. Many at least of the genes which differentiate human races thus appear to differ from the poly genes of M ather (1949) . The latter are founded mainly on work with plants where it has been concluded from extensive experiments that, for example, a large number of genes are involved in the production of oil in maize. From a statistical analysis of Winter's results, "Student" (1934) concluded that the number of genes involved is of the order of at least 20-40, possibly 200-400, but "not at all likely to be of the order 5-10" . Similarly, Rasmussen (1933) concluded from plant material that probably 100-200 genes are usually involved in the segregation of quantitative characters, rather than 2-20.
'On the contrary, a small number of quantitative genes appear to be sufficient to account for such racial characters as large or small ears, large ear-lobe or no lobe. A difference in this respect probably exists between plants and man. Head shape as measured by cephalic index, even between the extremes of 60 and 100, appears to be determined by few genes; similarly, head-shape as observed in vertical view seems to be a sliding scale from ellipsoid to pentagonoid, but with a few definite steps. These matters will be taken up in more detail in the present chapter. There appears to be no reason to assume a large number of multiple genes as determining any racially differential anthropometric measurement. ' There is surely a curious piece of implicit extrapolation here. W hat is involved is not a 'racially differential anthropometric measurement', but an average racial difference, or the lack of an average difference, in continuously distributed metrical characters.
In 1946 he published under the title Human genetics a greatly expanded version of his book of 1929. This monumental work in two large volumes extends to more than 1500 pages, with more than 5000 bibliographic refer ences. As a source of material it remains invaluable and in all probability will preserve its usefulness for an indefinite time to come. As a textbook, however, it was less successful than the earlier and simpler effort. It is encyclopaedic rather than critical; each contribution, and naturally the papers cited are of varying value, is duly summed up and each author's conclusions fairly stated, but for the most part the reader has to sum up for himself. It is doubtful whether Gates, with his prodigious memory and capacity for carrying information in his head, could realize the difficulties of weaker souls, or how they would have appreciated a greater measure of compression, of synthesis, of criticism and of guidance.
One of Gates's later contributions may be singled out, but this is because it is a specific topic, and it should not be thought that it represents more than one contribution in the great volume of genetic and anthropometric data he published. This is the genetics of hairy ear rims, a trait which is fairly common in India and some other parts of the world. In earlier days T-borne genes were invoked to account for certain peculiar features of transmission in a number of rare anomalies and to explain certain odd pedigrees of conditions usually transmitted in better recognized ways. The time came when all these supposed examples came under suspicion, but with hairy ear rims Gates and his co-workers made out an excellent case. A T-borne gene is exclusive to the male sex and is transmitted by a man with the trait to all his sons. Gates's final paper on the subject, published in 1961 in conjunction with Dr P. N. Bhaduri, provides convincing evidence that this type of transmission in man does exist. The principal pedigree was that of his co author himself; it is very extensive and there is no exception to the rules to be expected in T-borne transmission. Other extensive pedigrees have been published by Dronamraju (J. Genetics, 57, 230, 1961) . The other families, studied in less detail, are in general agreement, but there are two or three exceptions. These Gates was inclined to explain by crossing-over between the T and the X .This seems improbable, and it may be that the histories as given by relatives were in error. Possibly hairy ear rims are not always determined by a T-borne gene. But that there is a T-borne gene determining hairy ear rims appears to be extremely probable. It is an important result, for if one clear example can be found, then, apart from its sex determining function, there are genes in the T-chromosome, and it becomes reasonable to explain certain other curious pedigrees in the same way, although in these instances the data are insufficient in their own right to establish the conclusion.
It was inevitable that holding the scientific views he did Gates should have become entangled in controversies on racial origins, racial differences, race crossing and the like. But it must be made quite clear that his views were sincerely held and were the direct consequence of the scientific picture as he saw it. He was almost alone in advocating a polyphyletic origin for mankind, though by no means alone in assuming that racial differences have a very long history, and that while direct evidence of harmful effects of extreme race crossing is at best meagre, nevertheless there are more general biological considerations which point to this possibility, at least on occasion. He was often quoted by those of less objective views seeking ammunition to use in furtherance of implicitly or explicitly stated theories of racial superiorities and inferiorities, and his motives and sincerity were questioned by those holding the popular beliefs of today on racial equality. He had to face from some a cold welcome and personal rudeness at scientific meetings. He bore these attacks with dignity and equanimity. He was not a good controversialist, and preferred to get on with his work. About two years before his death, however, a particular controversy sprang up which caused him much distress. Its origin was a review in The Mankind Quarterly, with which he was associated and which has been criticized on account of some of its views on racial matters. The review was written by Professor H. E. Garrett on a chapter 'Race and psychology' by Professor O. Klineberg in Race and Science, published under the auspices of UNESCO. If The Mankind Quarterly had carefully set a trap for its opponents it could not have succeeded better. (Of course, it had not; the article in question was simply a review.) Professor Comas, of Mexico, wrote a long and violent article in the American period ical Current Anthropology (2, 303, 1961) . Professor Comas's article was submitted to more than 50 authorities, representing all shades of opinion. The majority supplied comments, sometimes of considerable length, and these, together with a reply by Professor Comas, were all published together. It was at once clear that polemics, insinuations and the attribution of unworthy motives were, to say the least of it, not confined to one side. One or two quotations must suffice. In a short contribution Sir Julian Huxley wrote making several criticisms of Professor Comas's article. One was as follows: '(2). I should not have thought it true that all racists attribute total influence to heredity.' The scientific level of some of the proceedings may be judged by Professor Comas's reply to this mild caveat: 'As for point 2, I confess that I do not follow him.
To the degree that the racist thesis depends on the supposition that there are races that are "inferior" and "superior" in the biological sense, environmental influence must be denied, since it necessarily involves somatic or psychological changes which would modify the a priori hierarchization that is the basis of racism. ' The objectivity of some of the contributions may be judged by the following opening passage from one of them: 'Many believed that after the Second World W ar the destruction of Fascism would bring an end to racism once and for all, as constituting an element of the basic precepts of Nazi ideology. But this has not been borne out by events. In one form or another, articles continue to appear in support of racism. Ordinarily, they no longer speak of "pure" races, but of racial, psychological and intellectual differences, as an apology for colonialism and racial subjugation. ' Gates had no responsibility for this explosion, except indirectly in his capacity as one of the Honorary Associate Editors of The Mankind , but he was dragged in in a number of references, and even quoted as a 'super-racist', a reference to his belief in a polyphyletic origin for mankind. He was clearly hurt and his own contribution, at the request of the editor, was apparently rather hastily written and, uncharacteristically, somewhat intemperate. O f this Professor Comas took full (and in the opinion of the biographer unfair) opportunity in his reply, to which apparently there could in turn be no reply. It is true that in February 1963 Current Anthropology published a letter by Gates. This, however, had nothing to do with the controversy. It was a reply to two writers who had criticized the editorial policy of The Mankind Quarterly and included warm appreciation for the work of one of the critics.
Gates was not a 'racist' in the sense of believing in superiority and in feriority. He once said, apropos of race: 'To say that all men are equal has not got us very far. It is more accurate to say that all men are different, and then to respect each other's differences.' He recognized the reality of racial differences and if he projected them into realms where some others would consider that any average differences between races that may or may not exist are small compared with the variability within races, he was by no means unique amongst his fellow geneticists in a certain indifference to the implications of polygenic inheritance.
In Who's Who Gates gave travel as his recreation, and indeed it was. But it was always travel with a scientific purpose in mind, and it is remarkable how many researches he was able to carry out. These were largely botanical in the earlier years, and chiefly anthropological afterwards. His first extensive expedition was to the Amazon Valley in 1925. This was followed during the following summer by a tour through Russia at the invitation of the eminent biologist Vavilov, afterwards liquidated by Stalin. Gates travelled for thous ands of miles, including a visit to the Kola peninsula where he made studies on the tundra vegetation, then down the Volga where some experi ments on the crossing of wheat and rye excited his interest, and where he was able to make some useful suggestions which afterwards bore practical fruit. He then visited the Caucasus region on the way to Baku and the Caspian Sea.
His expedition to the Canadian Arctic in 1928 has already been mentioned in connexion with his early interest in human blood groups from the anthro pological point of view and with his observations on genetic segregation in inter-racial crosses. During this journey he witnessed a most remarkable Auroral display, accompanied by a curious sound; this experience he recorded in a subsequent paper. In 1929 he visited South Africa, travelling widely and making photographic records of native peoples.
His biographer has no full record of travels during the middle years, but they were extensive and rewarding. Later, in 1950, he visited Sweden, where he was an Honorary President of the 7th International Botanical Congress at Stockholm. He took the opportunity of visiting Lapland and studying the Arctic vegetation and also made observations on the Lapps. In 1952 he spent two months in Cuba, studying families having a Chinese father and a negro mother. In 1953 he visited North Africa, and later that year spent some time in Mexico, where he studied crosses between Indians and negroes. Still later in that year he re-visited the eastern coast of Canada, making further studies on a number of North American Indian tribes.
A specially rewarding expedition came in 1954 when he visited Japan. One of the main aims of the visit was to make observations on the Ainu, for which excellent facilities were provided. He also measured and photographed 100 war children with a Japanese mother and a white or negro father. These observations provided more evidence for his theory of multiple colour genes, not more than 5, involved in such crosses. He revisited Japan in 1960. In 1955 he travelled extensively in Africa, crossing that Continent from the Cape to Cairo. He described two new forms of hair in Hottentots, and studied crosses between Zulus and East Indians, as well as making observations on a colony of pygmies.
In 1958 he visited Australia and made extensive studies on the aborigines, especially on aborigine-white crosses. His observations led him to some important conclusions on the inheritance of skin colour in such crosses. The number of genes is undoubtedly small, there being one main gene. This is quite different from what is found in negro-white crosses.
India has been left to the last. India and the Indians always occupied a special place in Gates's affections. At King's College he always had a number of Indian post-graduate students, and he has recorded that they were extremely keen and enthusiastic, and that their work frequently compared favourably with that of the best English research students. A number of them now occupy important positions in their own country. His first visit to India was in [1937] [1938] when he attended the Indian Science Congress as a delegate from Britain and from the American Association for the Advance ment of Science. He travelled widely, collecting valuable botanical material of Gnetum and Cycas and making photographic records of jungle tribes such as the Kurumbas, the Todas and the Kanikars. He also arranged for blood grouping on an extensive scale. The second visit came in 1959, during a journey round the world. He studied mainly Australoid tribes in South India, including the Kurumbas and the Kanikars and in North India made measurements on Asurs, Birhors and M uria Gonds. A number of papers were published describing the results. He also studied segregation in AngloIndian families and made observations on hairy ear rims, a subject which has already been mentioned.
From September 1961 to March 1962 he made his last expedition, and it is appropriate that it should have been to India. It was at the invitation of the Indian Statistical Institute at Calcutta. There he was received with much honour and great friendliness, and it is safe to say that no visit during his innumerable foreign travels gave him more pleasure, or provided better opportunities for the observations which delighted him. His host, Professor Mahalanobis, F.R.S., had arranged, thanks to the courtesy of Professor Bose, Director of the Anthropological Survey of India, that two anthro pological assistants should accompany him, Dr M. R. Chakravartti and Mr D. P. Mukherjee. He first made measurements on students at the Institute, noting some significant differences between those of different castes. He visited Darjeeling and was able to measure members of a number of tribes and also of Tibetan refugees. The Totos of the foothills of the north-eastern Himalayas were included, an isolated tribe for which anthropometric measurements had not previously been available. The party then visited Shillong, where he was interested in the Khasis. Then, for a month, there were extensive tours throughout southern India, where a few people of the elusive M alapantaram, a food-gathering tribe in Kerala, were measured. The Todas were again visited. Throughout the visit he gave numerous botanical and anthropological lectures. Some journeys were made by elephant. Altogether these six months of travel, lecturing and intensive study were a remarkable achievement for a man of seventy-nine. Four days after his death his Indian friends recorded this touching tribute: 'The anthropologists and other associates of Professor Gates during his last research expedition in India met on 16 August 1962 to condole his sudden death and to convey their heart-felt sorrow and sympathy to Mrs Laura Ruggles Gates on the loss sustained to physical anthropology (particularly in connexion with India) and on the heavy personal loss sustained so suddenly by Mrs Gates. ' Gates had a phenomenal and photographic memory; he was one of those who can visualize years later the journal and the page number. Mrs Gates tells me that during their tours he would cheerfully prepare a detailed lecture in a hotel bedroom, without any recourse to literature, but nevertheless complete with figures and references. This gift was undoubtedly invaluable in the assembling of papers on physical anthropology, with the massive and detailed comparisons required of observations by many workers over long periods of time. He was a master of many languages. He was a man of devoted industry. Into old age he would occupy the odd ten minutes while waiting for a taxi in studying or writing. He could shut himself off completely from his sur roundings and go on with his work oblivious to distractions around him. He was conscientious and thorough. These gifts enabled him to give valu able service to many learned societies. He was the first Secretary of the Society for Experimental Biology during its first five formative years. He was successively Secretary, President and Honorary Fellow of the Microscopical Society; Member of Council and Vice-President of the Linnean Society; Vice-President of the Royal Anthropological Institute. To these societies and many others he gave devoted service.
As a teacher he was at his best in directing the work of research students. I am indebted to Dr Norah L. Penston, who was a member of his staff at King's College for a number of years, foi the following tribute: 'He was most assiduous in the supervision of his many research students, paying a daily visit to the research laboratory and seeing every one of them, and the daily meetings round the tea-table were always lively and stimulating affairs. There were also three or four meetings a term for research students and staff at which in turn we gave papers. Professor Gates was helpfully critical about presentation and content of these papers. Above all he would correct-privately -any errors we had made in reference to the work of earlier authors. He was most particular about this himself, and was helped by a phenomenal memory'. I am indebted to Sir Eric Ashby, F.R.S., for the following revealing comment: 'I remember his kindness to young people who were not his students. I remember asking him questions at tea before Linnean Society meetings. He would deal with the questions as gravely and seriously as though he were having a discussion with one of his contemporaries; and if he couldn't answer the question offhand a note would follow a few days later. So although I cannot claim Gates as a teacher, I am grateful to him because he helped to create the image of the freemasonry of science, in which seniors are as generous to juniors as they are to one another. ' Gates was a rather reserved man, but he had many friends who enjoyed his company and admired his work: friends drawn from a most cosmopolitan array all over the world. His biographer has no evidence that he was ever called a Nazi or a Fascist by his opponents. Such a charge would have been grotesque: in fact he often expressed his detestation for Nazism and its crimes. He served scientific truth as he saw it. He was a loyalist, who still looked back with sorrow to the American Revolution, a monarchist, a traditionalist, a loyal Canadian and British subject, an admirer of the achievements of the British Empire. He was a practising member of the Church of England, and when in London regularly attended services at St Martin-in-the-Fields. If these be faults they are at least shared by a considerable proportion of the British people.
So, studying, writing, occupying every available moment, for he always disdained idleness, he passed into his eighty-first year. His mental powers were unimpaired and, physically, apart from some degree of deafness, which troubled him very little, he was remarkably fit. Almost till the last moment he worked on with undiminished vigour; then he had a sudden heart attack and died a few days later, on 12 August 1962. Subject to a life interest to his wife, and apart from one or two small bequests, he left his entire estate for the furtherance of education and scientific research.
Gates was married three times: first, in 1911, to Dr Marie Stopes, the well-known palaeobotanist and advocate of birth control. This marriage soon broke up and was dissolved, with inevitable attendant publicity which was undoubtedly distressing to a sensitive man. He married secondly, in 1929, Miss J. Williams; this marriage too was dissolved. His third marriage, in 1955, was to Mrs Laura Greer, daughter of M r Albert J. Nowotny of New Braunfels, Texas, and widow of M r Samuel R. Greer of Tyler, Texas. This marriage proved ideally happy. Mrs Gates, who is a graduate in social science, accompanied him on all his numerous expeditions to many parts of the world. She was able to act as his assistant, and her skill as a photographer was a great help to him. There is no doubt that the last seven years were the happiest of his life.
I have drawn freely on autobiographical notes left by Professor Gates. I am greatly indebted to Mrs Laura Ruggles Gates for much assistance, for making his papers available and for invaluable help in compiling the bibliography. Professor F. A. E. Crew, F.R.S., has kindly read through most of the manuscript at various stages and I am greatly indebted to him for valuable criticisms and suggestions.
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